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The acoustics of the vocal tract is governed approximately by a one-dimensional wave 
equation known as the Horn equation We revlew the traditional acoustic theory with 
particular emphasis on tract modelling using progressive waves resulting in the insight 
that the pecullar nature of the tract resonances are due to wave reflections within the 
tract Equations of the form of the Horn equation govern the propagation of waves in 
non-uniform media Any wave in such a medium undergoes a continuous process of re- 
flectlon Under certain conditions, this process of reflection may be neglected giving rise 
to  the phase-zntegral or (W K B J ) solutions Depending on the phase of the wave, the 
med~urn can be characterized as "underdense" or "overdense" Within the underdense 
reglons, the solutions have the nature of independent progressive waves The overdense 
reglons form "barriers" which reflect (couple) the otherwise independent waves We con- 
sider the typical tract shape in the light of phase-integral theory We find that regions 
with positive curvature of the area function (for example, at the tongue constriction) 
form overdense barrlers Other major portions constitute an underdense medium where 
reflection may be neglected The overdense barriers produce frequency dependent reflec- 
tion and transmission of waves in adjacent underdense regions The reflection coefficient 
is low-pass in magnitude while the transrn~ssion coefficient is high-pass The reflected 
wave is shifted 7r/2 in phase relative to the incident and the transmitted wave We con- 
struct simple frequency doman models of the tract assuming a single overdense barrier 
(the "constriction") within the tract We derive transfer functions and show the resulting 
frequency response These simple models are akin to Fantls three tube model with the 
difference that the area within the "cavities" and "constriction" may vary Based on these 
results, we formulate a simplified model of the tract called the "WKBJ" model T h ~ s  
model is similar to Fant's four tube model but with several novel features To circumvent 
the difficulties In time-domaln realization of the frequency dependent characteristics of 
the constriction, we derive an electrscal network equivalent of the constriction and also 
the WKBJ model We demonstrate the characteristics of the network equivalent The 
electrical network equivalent of the WKBJ model leads immediately to its realization as 
a Wave Digital Fllter (WDF) We show results from a 'C' implementation of the WDF 
We conclude by summanzing the sallent features of our work and givlng directions for 
further work 
